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George Zimmerman Trial: First jury
member speaks out

First Posted: 07/08/13 EDT  Updated: 07/16/13 EDT

A member of the six-woman jury who cleared George
Zimmerman of all charges Saturday evening spoke
out about the decision Monday, the Huffington Post
reports.

Unidentified juror B37 appeared on "AC360" and
revealed that the screams for help on a 911 call were pivotal to finding Zimmerman not guilty of
second-degree murder in the shooting death of Trayvon Martin. She told Anderson Cooper that "all
but probably one" of the jurors believed the screams were Zimmerman's and also that she would feel
comfortable having Zimmerman on her neighborhood watch. Her agent previously said she was
working on a book deal, but Reuters reports that the juror has since changed her mind.

Despite being cleared, Zimmerman's legal troubles may be far from over. The Martin family's lawyer
said on ABC they may file a wrongful death suit against Zimmerman and the Department of Justice
announced that it has reopened its probe of Trayvon's Martin shooting death.

The Huffington Post reports that a civil trial would offer the family distinct advantages, like a lower
burden of proof and the ability to force Zimmerman to testify. Meanwhile, a civil rights case against
Zimmerman would have clear hurdles for Justice Department attorneys, according to the Associated
Press.

Catch up on this story:
Justice Department to re-open probe of Trayvon Martin shooting death
Obama calls for calm reflection from Americans
Gun given back to Zimmerman after trial ends
Zimmerman is acquitted in Trayvon Martin killing
Jury finds Zimmerman not guilty on all charges
Jurors ask judge for clarification during final deliberations
Prosecutor depicts Zimmerman as angry vigilante during closing arguments
Defense rests without Zimmerman taking the stand
Expert says evidence jibes with Zimmerman's story
Trayvon Martin's father takes the stand
Prosecution asks judge to block animated reenactment of Zimmerman and Martin's
confrontation
Defense attorney's daughter caught in Instagram controversy
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kilbyhanna

1 second ago ( 9:37 AM)

Help me, Help me, I've got a loaded gun! What a load of Bull!

clearhoads

25 seconds ago ( 9:36 AM)

George Zimmerman May Face Civil Suit
George Zimmerman just walked away a free man, but the family of Trayvon Martin, the 17-
year-old he killed, may still yet see Zimmerman on a...

Marcia Fudge On George Zimmerman Verdict: 'They Put A Young Black Boy On Trial'
Congressional Black Caucus chair Rep. Marcia Fudge (D-Ohio) issued harsh words over
the verdict in the George Zimmerman case, arguing that a "young black boy"...

Zimmerman Trial Not Over, According To Twitter: Zimmerman Will Face A Higher Judge
(CNN) - As news spread on social media of the not guilty verdict in the Trayvon Martin case,
a religious theme soon emerged: Sooner or...

Oakland's Trayvon Martin Protests Underscore City's History Of Racially Charged
Violence (PHOTOS)
When protests in Oakland, Calif., took a violent turn Saturday night, it was nothing the city
hadn't seen before. More than a hundred demonstrators gathered...

Politicians React To George Zimmerman Not Guilty Verdict
WASHINGTON -- Politicians reacted to the "not guilty" verdict in the George Zimmerman
case on Sunday morning as commentators called for the Justice Department to...

Trayvon Martin 'Not Guilty' Verdict Sparks Hoodie Sunday At Black Churches
Rev. Tony Lee was in his car on Saturday night when he heard the news that George
Zimmerman had been found not guilty on all...

George Zimmerman Cleared Of All Charges
SANFORD, Fla. — After a year and a half of living as a hermit, George Zimmerman emerged
from a Florida courthouse a free man, cleared...

Related Blog Posts
George Zimmerman's Acquittal Proves That Malcolm Was Right
The tragic and senseless killing of black teenager Trayvon Martin in Florida on the night of
February 26 2012 - and the controversy that has erupted over the acquittal of the man
responsible, George Zimmerman - confirms that race remains an ever-present corrosive in US

society, despite the election of the nation's first black president in 2008.
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This is not right! he was proven not guilty! six people found him not guilty so know they our suing
him! why waste money on a civil rights case when they FBI cleared him of any profiling! Therefore
the justice department should bow out! This case reminds of another case and he was not found
guilty and the crowds cheered! This case should be closed money will not ease the pain the loss
of a loved one!

HUFFPOST SUPER USER
David Iacono

1 minute ago ( 9:35 AM)

This case was decided before it started.

rforand173

1 minute ago ( 9:35 AM)

If anything it should be handled as a Hatecrime.

pw5959

2 minutes ago ( 9:34 AM)

I just don't understand why everything has to be about race. If it was a white person who shot a
white person, or a hispanic who shot a hispanic or a african american who shot a african
american none of this would even of probably barely made the news. I think lawyers and the
media are the instigators in all this racial crap that goes on in this world.

pisturi

4 minutes ago ( 9:32 AM)

Lets move on here , why in the hell are jurors discussing this ! ! its done The verdict was read Not
guilty! Self defense. This has turned into RACE race NOW Not self DEFENSE unreal

HUFFPOST SUPER USER
peach1436

3 minutes ago ( 9:33 AM)

When will holder do something about the IRS scandal. He is in charge of the FBI, yet
not one word.

sirchetb2

5 minutes ago ( 9:32 AM)

The people that make a living from maintaining the racial tension will never let the verdict
pronounced by the jury to go unchallenged.

I'm sure they were hoping for a chance to make another commotion, because if the world starts
to think and act like the average person and not like the few loud protesters that seek to gain
from instigating a mob, the racial tension we've felt for the last eight years will fade away.
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We are all people, regardless of the color of our skin and deep down we all just want to live in
peace and feel respected, appreciated and safe.

HUFFPOST SUPER USER
Joe Pedersen

1 minute ago ( 9:35 AM)

Well said. So well said, I wish I'd said it.

Intelligal 49

5 minutes ago ( 9:31 AM)

Well, I for one do believe they were correct in their judgement of "not guilty"...he is far from
perfect, but he was found innocent...and, did defend himself..period. Who are you guys to judge-
you were NOT at the trial....you were not privy to all the facts...so please let it be-I for one am
sick of this zoo...Media and NAACP has made this a big ZOO...again...natch.

twinoaks17

5 minutes ago ( 9:31 AM)

sorry, no federal case as the outcome would be the same....and no civil case as in that forum
treyvon's rather checkered history would be allowed to come out. no, this is over.

YouBoreMe

6 minutes ago ( 9:31 AM)

We know it was Zimmermans voice or we would have heard "you know what I'm saying" at the
end.

Duff Meister

7 minutes ago ( 9:29 AM)

Another reason for creating one select "professional" juror system that understands how the laws
work, and can interpret the law as presented by both sides. I heard the interview and all I can say
is thank god she has someone that can actually interpret her side of the story. She's pathetic
and hard to understand.

2 the right

51 seconds ago ( 9:36 AM)

I agree with "professional jurors", especially when it comes to capital crimes but if that
were the case this never would went to trail. Prosecution was clearly going for the
"emotional" verdict and not one based on the evidence.
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aaldrew
Don't smoke

7 minutes ago ( 9:29 AM)

I want to see Zimmer on the stand.

churchstreet3

5 minutes ago ( 9:32 AM)

no one is under any obligation to testify at their own trial

ListenNow

26 seconds ago ( 9:36 AM)

Why? He has been found INNOCENT and should NOT face double-jeoprady! Would you
want to be?

larry8822

8 minutes ago ( 9:28 AM)

They took the facts and applied the law nothing more could be ask.

churchstreet3

9 minutes ago ( 9:27 AM)

The FBI has already done an investigation and found there is no basis for a civil rights lawsuit.
But as usual this govt doesn't care about laws. they don't care about the constitution. The left
never takes a decision. Like prop 8 in CA that was voted down twice by the people they keep on
until they find a rogue judge to change it.

HUFFPOST SUPER USER
dethburger
Who are you?

10 minutes ago ( 9:27 AM)
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